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Every Day Assembly 

We use our assemblies very effectively to share important information, stage 

students' performances, and to give out certificates. These well planned 

assemblies contribute greatly to the community culture of our school and pass 

on positive values. They provide a foundation of understanding for the 

community, in which students can better understand the "big picture" of their 

learning and school life. By being in assembly together, it immediately 

becomes something that everyone shares and identifies with, fostering greater 

solidarity.  

School Time…. 















Practicing Live Life: The seven habits of highly effective people…..  





Happy Birthday………  



Pre-primary Assembly…….  

Exam Time……….  



Republic Day 
 

In India, 26th of January is celebrated as Republic Day every year because the 

Constitution of India came into force on this day. It is celebrated as the national 

festival of India which has been declared as a national holiday. On 26th of 

January in 1950 our country became a complete Democratic Republic after 

reinforcement of the Constitution of India in the Indian Parliament.  

 

On this day a great Indian army parade takes place which generally starts from 

the Vijay Chowk and ends at India Gate. Indian Armed Forces (Army, Navy and 

Air Force) salute the President of India while parading on the Rajpath. The 

parade also showcases the capabilities of the Indian Armed Forces exhibiting 

the advanced arms and warfare of the country. It is followed by the tableau or 

‘Jhanki’ of each state displaying their culture and traditions. Students celebrate 

this day in the schools and colleges by participating in various events like 

parade, flag hoisting, speech competitions, plays and various other cultural 

programmes.  

 

Republic Day is the national festival of India which reminds us about the 

sacrifices of our great leaders and freedom fighters who did not think about 

themselves and their families and happily sacrificed their lives for the nation. 

The democracy which we have received should be valued by everyone and 

should not be taken for granted. Everyone should contribute their bit for the 

development of the nation and spread peace, love and harmony.  



Republic Day Celebrations in SVIS 
 

Keeping the spirit up, Sree Vidyanikethan International School celebrated the 

national festival with colors and enthusiasm. The chief guests were Mr. Bal 

Reddy, president of Sanskriti township, Mr. S.Venkata Madhava Reddy and Mr. 

Rajeev Kumar.  
 

The event was a plethora of speeches, dance and performances to enthrall the 

audience  
 

The event concluded with a spirit of patriotism and a salute to motherland. 

















Slates: Writing slates, which were once an important educational tool in 

primary schools, are becoming a thing of the past.  

A slate was a book sized chalkboard used by students in early schools for 

every subject. The student would write on the slate to practice spelling, 

handwriting, language arts, and math. When the slate was first introduced, 

students wrote with a slate pencil, basically a small piece of rock. The slate 

pencil was later replaced with a small piece of chalk. One problem with the 

slate was that it did not allow for the student to take notes, and therefore 

learning depended on memorization.  

 

From the slate, educators developed the chalkboard. The chalkboard was 

originally known as a 'blackboard' and was introduced to the American school 

system in 1801. It became more commonly used beginning in the 1850's, 

because the new railroad system allowed for easier shipment of slate to build 

them. Before this development, teachers had no method for displaying 

something to their entire class at once. This allowed for remarkable change in 

educational methods and has caused some to call it the "last dramatic 

instructional innovation." It is unsurprising that the chalkboard is still in use in 

the classroom, although it is sometimes in the form of whiteboards or 'Smart 

Boards.”  

 

While the chalkboard remains, in some form, still in use in the classroom; 

slates have disappeared. As a solution to the dependence on memorization, 

slates were replaced by notebooks once the production of paper became 

viable. Paper allowed the students to keep a record of their work in order to 

study, rather than depending on what they remembered for learning.  



Although a form of paper, papyrus, had existed since the time of the Ancient 

Egyptians, the modern form of paper was not produced in bulk until the 1800's. 

While people had continued to use types of paper to keep records before then, 

the two products can be distinguished as natural paper and manufactured 

paper. With the industrial revolution came a way to produce paper without 

having to have several skilled craftsman to produce it by hand. This invention 

stopped the previous paper shortages that had effected several countries.  

Nursery  

Nursery students with their class teacher exhibiting their practicing slates.  



International Cricket Facts:  
 

 Cricketer who scored the most runs in his cricket career : Graham Gooch-  

    22,211  

 Cricketer who scored the most runs in ODI - Sachin Tendulkar- 18426   

 Fastest centuary in ODIs - AB de Villiers - 31 balls v West Indies, 2015  

 Highest Individual score in ODIs - Rohit Sharma - 264  

 Highest team score in ODIs - Sri Lanka - 443/9  

 Cricketer who took Most wickets in his ODI career - Muttiah Muralitharan- 534  

 Most wickets individually in ODI Inning - C. Vass- 8  

 Most hattrickes in ODI Career - Malinga- 3  

 Highest number of dismissal in his career - MV Boucher  

 Fastest 50 in ODI - AB De Villerrs- 16 balls 

Akshaj .Y  
Grade: III  



Birthday Wishes to the students by our respected Chairman Sir.  



 

 
Thank You 


